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1TAWAL... Foundation of Limitless Possibilities

The first Telecommunications
Tower Company in the Kingdom
and largest in the region
offering state-of-the-art ICT
infrastructure.
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BRIEF
INTRODUCTION
Our ICT-dominated society promotes a persistent need among businesses and endusers to be connected. Latest wireless technology, like the 5G and the IoT, necessitate
the existence of compatible ICT infrastructure. At the heart of this transformation
lies a macro network groundwork, namely telecoms towers, which are expected to
continue to be the core of wireless networks and supply wide area coverage for a
growing number of mobile network users. The leading Saudi telecommunications
tower company, TAWAL, offers advanced ICT infrastructure solutions for the ICT sector
to support your business through the technology transformation
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VISION

BECOME THE LEADING REGIONAL
ICT INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICE
PROVIDER
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MISSION
Enable operators to enrich the communication needs of customers by accelerating
the roll-out of future technologies (e.g. 5G, IoT) and supporting the Vision 2030 digital
transformation

Drive MNOs, the Government and Businesses to operate more effectively and cost
efficiently by enhancing colocation and realizing operational efficiencies
Make a positive impact on the local community and ensure environmental sustainability
by contributing to community development and promoting renewable energies
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WHO
WE ARE

HOW
WE WORK

in search of a reliable and cost-efficient wireless infrastructure that would ensure optimal operations for

partners’ profitability. Our customers benefit from great value for their investment as they are able to realize scalability

TAWAL is a leading Saudi ICT infrastructure company offering high-quality solutions to corporate clients
their business.

Our core activities involve designing, building, and managing consolidated ICT infrastructure facilities that

enable state of the art and modular connectivity. By enhancing infrastructure sharing, TAWAL enables its

clients to attain operational excellence and accrue higher profits resulting from reduced capital expenses

for network rollouts and lowered operating expenses for managing infrastructure at multiple sites. Tower

We embrace a futuristic customer-centric strategy and pursue innovative solutions that would maximize our

through retaining a unique geographical location to set up their ICT infrastructure at a regular fee, which directly results
in lower CapEx. We manage our customers’ passive infrastructure efficiently, allowing them to shift their focus to
their core business and boost the quality of their services.

TAWAL has set three strategic levers to drive up value creation for its clients:

sharing also provides additional benefits for congested urban areas, including minimizing infrastructure
duplications and excessive network redundancies, as well as reducing visual pollution that usually
results from dense equipment installations.

We own and manage the passive infrastructure of our towers and lease spaces to telecom companies,
in addition to government and private sectors. We are also planning for expansions to extend our

geographic reach to cover new cities, rural areas, and remote destinations to benefit from economies of
scale. Looking ahead, TAWAL is bracing for a new era of technologies and adjacent innovative services
such as small cells, IBS, and fiber to develop value-added services.

Foundation of Limitless Possibilities
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DRIVING
OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE
by enabling effective business decision-making through
building integrated reliable
information systems, and
monitoring the performance
of key operational processes.

REALIZING
COST
EFFICIENCIES
through effective ticket management, re-negotiation of contracts for better agreements,
& proficient handling of outsourced secondary services,
while ensuring reliable service
quality.

UNLOCKING
SCALE
BENEFITS
through optimizing the
occupancy ratio of our
core products & exploring opportunities from
additional products &
value-added services.
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WHAT SETS
US APART
VAST CAPACITY

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE

it brings its partners the most reliable ICT infrastructure solutions.

allows businesses to extend their services and focus on

Although TAWAL is newly-founded as an independent company,
Through its 15,000 towers spread across KSA, TAWAL provides

MNOs with a broad wireless network coverage area. TAWAL also
has an experienced management and employs great talents.

By managing the passive ICT infrastructure efficiently, TAWAL

upgrading their wireless network both in terms of geographic
presence and quality of offerings. TAWAL’s prospective products

will accompany any business through the upcoming digital
transformation centralized around the 5G network and the IoT.

GREAT VALUE FOR MONEY

AGILITY

partners optimum operations in return for cost-efficient invest-

needs and makes flexible offerings of ranging complexity. It

TAWAL is focused on offering solutions that would ensure its

ments. It has adopted value levers that would help businesses
save on costs through tower sharing. MNOs would not have to

invest large capital expenses to obtain the network infrastructure
they need. Instead, they could get the same facilities by renting

space on TAWAL’s towers in return for a monthly fee. TAWAL’s

Explore endless opportunities
with our innovative products and
services, delivering dependable
infrastructure solutions that help
you stay connected.

TAWAL employs its capacity to accommodate its partners’ ICT
caters to tier 1 telecom operators which typically require a dense

deployment of thousands of towers with additional equipment,

and also serves small-scale clients, like event organizers, who
might require only single tower solutions.

sturdy clients base also offers the opportunity to further
reduction of leasing fees as more tenants share its sites.
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WHAT ARE
OUR SOLUTIONS?
01. BUILT-TO-SUIT

02. COLOCATION

COMMUNICATION TOWERS, TAILOR-MADE TO MATCH YOUR BUSINESS’ NEEDS.

COLOCATING ON OUR TOWERS TO DENSIFY YOUR NETWORK.

TAWAL SELECTS AN OPTIMUM SPOT AND CONSTRUCTS WIRELESS

What is Built-to-Suit?
We undertake the building of ultramodern telecom towers end-to-end, from zoning and site acquisition to

delivery to our clients. We build to suit your passive infrastructure, including the site, tower and a shelter
and power supply. Once the site is built, we assess its colocation potential and explore ways to attract

other tenants to lease spaces on it. In areas where acquisition is a challenge, we offer the option of building
sites that require smaller land area, such as rooftops.
  

Our Built-to-Suit product offers clients a wide range of solutions tailored to fit their needs and capacity. This

product is complemented with our O&M services through which we operate and maintain the sites on behalf

of our tenants. This solution offers an array of benefits across the board, from improved quality and range of
services to better cash flows management. Built-to-Suit ensures that carriers obtain the telecom infrastructure
model they need in order to expand their connectivity and reach remote areas, while considerably
reducing costs through saving on capital expenses.

Built-to-Suit supports your business by:
- Cutting the cost and achieving better cash flows management.
- Simplifying site selection, contracts management and supplier relations.
- Expanding the range and expediting the rollout of cutting-edge technology.
- Avoiding the hassle of operating and maintaining the site.
- Mitigating the risk of owning and managing your towers.
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ENGAGE IN SHARING PASSIVE INFRASTRUCTURE THROUGH

What is colocation?
Colocation refers to the mutual use of a single site to mount multiple telecommunications antennas or

equipment operated by different carriers or enterprises. Consolidation enables & encourages operators to
dismantle their existing sites and move their equipment to our existing sites at lower fees. This full-fledged
eco-friendly solution allows clients including network operators, Internet Service Providers (ISPs), private
enterprises, and government entities to share the passive infrastructure by leasing spaces on our existing
telecom towers, enabling them to densify their presence with ease.
Through colocation, carriers & enterprise entities can utilize our broad portfolio of over 15,000 towers,
spread across the Kingdom, to expand their services and reach remote destinations and rural areas. Our
innovative predefined colocation packages deliver an attractive variety of options & setups to fit a diverse
demand from a wide client base. Colocation solutions include O&M services through which we undertake
all activities related to operating and maintaining the passive infrastructure on behalf of our tenants. We
ensure an integrated, top-notch service with high network stability through deploying a range of facilities,
including installation, power supply, and security.

Colocation supports your business by:
-

Saving on direct operating costs and minimizing leasing rates by tower sharing.
Boosting preparedness to increase network capacity and improve coverage.
Allowing quicker rollout of innovative services, even in rural areas.
Saving time and effort through relying on our operation and maintenance activities.
Transferring the risk associated with managing your own independent facilities.
Reducing the environmental impact through contributing to a lower carbon footprint.
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03. IN-BUILDING SOLUTION (IBS)

04. OPERATION & MAINTENANCE AS A SERVICE

AT SUPERIOR QUALITY IN A COST-EFFECTIVE MANNER.

FOR OUR CLIENTS’ OWNED INFRASTRUCTURE.

EXTEND YOUR NETWORK WITH THE INTERNAL COVERAGE

What is In-Building Solution (IBS)?
In TAWAL, we provide comprehensive infrastructure solutions to fulfill our clients’ various needs,
including In-Building Solution (IBS) as part of our product portfolio, covering design, implementation

and operation phases to boost internal coverage across airports, hospitals, universities, stadiums,

hotels, malls, commercial buildings, towers, governmental entities, and other buildings. IBS supports
our customers from telecom companies, building landlords, real estate and complexes owners by
providing superior internal coverage with cutting-edge technologies.

It allows you to optimize the capital expenses by enhancing the concept of infrastructure sharing
among all our clients, while providing operation and maintenance services to achieve the highest

WE OFFER OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS

What is O&M as a service?
Operation & Maintenance As a Service includes maintaining the passive infrastructure

on a particular site, including the tower, shelters and power supply, in line with the best
international practices and the highest safety compliance standards. At TAWAL we

undertake tech-savvy maintenance and operation activities for our clients’ owned infrastructure
with premium and cost-efficient O&M services, levering on our experience in tower operations and
our nationwide presence.

How does O&M benefit your business?

standards of operational efficiency. This kind of solutions will enhance the experience of our clients

- Expert operations and maintenance services at a lower cost.

of their networks and services. The In-Building Solutions include leasing internal spaces, providing

- Advanced key performance monitoring and incident management following

who lead the mega projects and businesses in the Kingdom, which will help increasing the reliability
preventive maintenance, fault management, energy management, and other services.

- Effective quality control for interventions from third parties.
best practices.

How does IBS support your business?
- Providing superior internal coverage for crowded areas.
- Enhancing network capacity to support high-speed data services.
- Providing coverage in areas that outdoor towers have difficulties reaching,
such as basement and the upper floors of high-rise buildings.
- Providing a cost-effective solution to cater for the growing number of users.
- Accelerating the testing & deployment of the latest technologies.
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LEADERSHIP
TEAM

Mohammed Alhakbani

Chief Executive Officer

- More than 20 years in the Telecom field

- Vice President of Enterprise Accounts at stc
- Vice President of Enterprise Operations
- Joined stc in 2003

- General Manager of Network Services &
Solutions in 2011

- Bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering
- Master’s degree in Computer Engineering
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Saeed Alshehri

Chief Operation Officer
•- 23 years of telecoms experience
(11+ in Senior positions)

•- Long experience in

infrastructure deployment

driven by BC and efficiency

•- MSc in Telecom Engineering

Abdulrahman Al Moaiqel
Chief Commercial Officer
•- 15 years of experience in

Telecom and Infrastructure

•- Large scale commercial

Management for Telecom

Operations & Enterprises Public
Sector clients

•- Multinational Vendor Experience
for Telecom and Infrastructure

Saud Altoaimy
Chief Finance
Officer

•- Wide-ranging experience in leading Finance & Accounting teams

•- MBA from Clark University, with
concentration in Accounting

•- Successfully passed the Uniform
CPA Examination

Hareth Alsahan
Chief Human Resources
Officer

- More than 16 years of

experience in Human

Resources & Development

- Significant experience in HR
leadership of multinational

enterprises, including a large
telecom player

- MSc in Human Resources

Richard Ltaif

Emmanuel Leonard

Chief Strategy & Governance
Officer

Chief International
Officer

•- 15 years experience in

•- Bringing 14 years of experience
in M&A, operations and
commercial functions
across multiple sectors and
geographies, including at
• Helios Towers
•- Engineering from Paris ENSAE,
and Master’s of Sciences Po
• from Paris and Columbia
University

Telecoms / ICT

•- Expert in strategy planning &

execution, Merger & Acquisition
and Regulatory

•- MBA from London Business
School, with a Master of

Engineering from Cornell
University

CONTACT US
ANYTIME
TAWAL.com.sa
contact@tawal.com.sa
: @tawal-ksa
: @Tawal_KSA

